Initially the oil is fed through the hollow rocker-shaft which it reaches either by way of an external pipe, or oil-ways in the engine castings, or both.
It is a simple matter to watch that oil flows freely from the holes with the engine running at normal idling speed.
It should be noted that the flow is quite liberal, in other words, a steady stream, and any marked difference in flow between oil holes in similar locations must be suspect.
If the flow from one or more of the oil-feeds is intermittent or deficient in quality, the fault must be found. It is no use attacking every nut and bolt in sight and hoping that eventually the item which is the object of attack will emerge into the light of day.
A preliminary survey, and the use of normal reasoning powers will save a lot of time.
On the other hand, the use of brute force such as in the matter of bending things out of the way instead of releasing a further attachment point or two, is also to be ruled out of order, whatever the temptation.
SPECIAL TOOL-CUM-GAUGE CAN BE OBTAINED FOR " CAPPING " THE PLUGS.
HEATHER WINTERER First there is the question of battery life. Short of waiting until that cold morning when the battery simply jibs at turning the engine, or gives up the ghost after a few turns, how can one tell just how much life is left? The stock answer usually given is that, in the event of a slowing down of battery power such as this, the battery should be charged at a garage, and tested with various instruments.
After all, the first query should be?why is the battery suddenly jibbing at doing what is its normal task? Assuming that it has been kept properly topped up; properly charged, and the terminals and connections clean, the only reason for a sudden lack of power must be internal trouble.
The usual form of internal trouble is an accumulation of sludgy matter which comes off the battery plates; this eventually collecting in sufficient depth at the bottom of the plates them selves reduces their charge capacity. 
